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Abstract—Elliptic curves are very often used in the crypto-
graphic protocol design due to their memory efficiency and useful
features, such as the bilinear pairing support. However, in many
cryptographic papers, elliptic curves are used as a black box,
without deeper consideration of their mathematical properties
and, even more importantly, without considering implementation
implications. As a consequence, novel cryptographic schemes are
being published without any real chance of implementation on
constrained devices due to their lack of support of basic EC
operations like point addition or scalar point multiplication.
This paper provides the necessary theoretical overview of main
forms of elliptic curves, in particular considering their compu-
tational and memory complexity. Next, all major platforms of
programmable smart cards are evaluated with respect to EC
support and the performance of basic arithmetic operations
is assessed using benchmarks. Finally, the evaluation of the
implementations of ECC schemes, such as ECDH and ECDSA,
is presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, elliptic curves cryptography (ECC) is a hot topic
as well as the question: ”How to securely store cryptographic
keys?”. In fact, the size of the keys is crucial: cryptography
requires bigger keys to deal with the always greater computing
power, but, at the same time, the industry needs always smaller
devices with limited storage. ECC provides levels of security
equivalent to classical systems while using smaller keys and
parameters. For example, it is estimated in [1] that the key size
of 3072 bit RSA (Rivest Shamir Adleman) [2] provides the
same level of security as 256 bits in an elliptic curve system.

Smart cards are ultra-low-power devices with small memory
space and low computing power. Smart cards are equipped
with a microcontroller, therefore, they are able to store, protect
and process information used in cryptographic algorithms.
Many new cryptographic schemes involve smart cards and
elliptic curves (EC) simultaneously, but there is no compre-
hensive overview of the real efficiency of ECC on ultra-low-
power devices such as the smart cards. So far, the comparisons
were done considering the efficiency of different ECC imple-
mentations and libraries using standard platforms only, such
as PC or ARM. In [3], the authors provide an overview and
performance comparison of cryptographic libraries usable on
Android devices. [4] compares ECDSA (Elliptic Curve Digital
Signature Algorithm) [5] and RSA cryptosystems on mobile

platforms. The articles [6] and [7] compare the efficiency of
ECC and RSA algorithms on microcontrollers ATmega128
and Chipcon CC1010 16 and the efficiency of ECDH (Elliptic
curve DiffieHellman) [8] with different types of elliptic curves
on the MSP430f5438A microcontroller. Moreover, [9] and
[10] show performance evaluation of primitives for privacy-
enhancing cryptography on current smart-cards.

However, to our best knowledge, no comprehensive eval-
uation of basic EC arithmetic operations support and perfor-
mance has been provided in the literature so far. In particular,
the support and performance of basic operations, such as EC
point multiplication and addition, is crucial for the implemen-
tation of novel cryptographic schemes. As we discuss later in
the paper, the support of these operations is very rare in the
smart card environment.

In this article, we provide a comprehensive overview of
current smart cards ability to compute basic arithmetic opera-
tions such as point multiplication (scalar multiplication), point
addition and point doubling over different types of elliptic
curves. These operations are the key for the construction
of more complex cryptographic schemes. In our tests, we
considered the curves recommended by standards such as FIPS
[11], SECG2 [12], ANSI [13], NUMS [14], Brainpool [15],
WTLS [16] or BN pairing friendly curves [17].

This paper is organized as follows. Section II revises
definitions and main properties of elliptic curves. Section III
reviews the main cryptographic schemes over elliptic curves.
Section IV provides an overview of ECC support on current
smart card platforms. Section V reports experimental results
of basic operations benchmarks over EC (point addition,
scalar multiplication and point inverse) and also the speed
comparison of ECC protocols implemented on all current
smart card platforms.

II. ELLIPTIC CURVE

Elliptic curves cryptography is a public-key cryptography
method based on elliptic curve E over a finite field Fq, where
q = pm with p prime and m≥ 1. Since we are interested in the
use of elliptic curves in cryptography, we will tackle definition
and main properties of elliptic curves over finite fields here.



An elliptic curve is an algebraic curve that is given by an
equation of the form:

y2 +a1xy+a3y = x3 +a2x2 +a4x+a6, (1)

where a1,a2,a3,a4,a6 ∈ Fq are the coefficients of the curve
and are constants. This equation is often called generalized
Weierstrass form. Any elliptic curve can be written in this
form. E(Fq) denotes the set of points (x,y) ∈ F2

q that satis-
fies this equation, along with a ”point at infinity” denoted
O. Representation of points using (x,y) is known as affine
coordinates. If F is a finite field, then there are only finitely
many pairs (x,y) with x,y ∈ F and the group E(F) is finite.
In order to have that the curve is an elliptic curve it must
be smooth, i.e. there is no point of E(Fq) (let Fq denote the
closure of Fq) where both the partial derivates vanish. In other
words, the two equations

a1y = 3x2 +2a2x+a4, 2y+a1x+a3 = 0

cannot be simultaneously satisfied by any (x,y) ∈ E(F2
q). The

points of E(Fq) have a group structure under an explicitly
defined additive group law.

The formulas for adding two points on an elliptic curve
in Weierstrass form require 2 multiplications, 1 squaring, and
1 inversion in the field. Although finding inverses is fast, it
is much slower than multiplication. In [18], it is estimated
that inversion takes between 9 and 40 times as long as
multiplication. Moreover, squaring takes about 0.8 the time
of multiplication. Often the affine representation of a curve is
replaced with its form in projective coordinates since affine
coordinates are expensive over prime fields due to costly field
inversions.

Based on the field, we distinguish elliptic curves over prime
field E(Fp) and binary field E(F2m), where m > 1. An elliptic
curve E in characteristic p is called supersingular if there are
no points of order p, even with coordinates in an algebraically
closed field. An elliptic curve E over Fq with order #E(Fq)= q
is called anomalous curve if the number of rational points on
Fq is equal to the prime number q. This curve is considered
weak curve because it is possible to solve ECDLP (Elliptic
Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem) in linear time, see [19].

A pairing is a bilinear map from an elliptic curve group
E(Fq) to the multiplicative group of some extension field
Fqk . The parameter k is called the embedding degree of the
elliptic curve. The embedding degree dictates to an extent the
security level efficiently achievable on the curve. The pairing is
considered to be secure if the discrete logarithms in the groups
E(Fq) and in F∗qk are both computationally infeasible. The
parameters q and k should be chosen so that the two discrete
logarithm problems are of approximately equal difficulty when
using the best known algorithms, and the order of the group
#E(Fp) should have a large prime factor r. The pairings are
used to attack the discrete logarithm problem [20] and in
cryptographic setting (e.g. short signatures [21], identity-based
encryption [22] or identity-based signature schemes [23]).

A non-supersingular elliptic curve over Fp is called pairing-
friendly if it contains a subgroup of order r whose embedding
degree k is not too large, which means that computations
in the field Fpk are feasible. The optimal case occurs when
the entire curve has prime order and the desired embedding
degree. Pairing-friendly curves of prime or near-prime order
are absolutely essential in certain pairing-based schemes like
short signatures and group signatures.

The j-invariant of the curve is closed related to the def-
inition of elliptic curve isomorphism, and it is depending
on the curve coefficients, see [20] for more details. If two
different elliptic curves defined over a field Fq have the same
j-invariant, then we say that the two curves are twists of each
other. A curve and its twisted curve are isomorphic over Fq.

Elliptic curves can be represented in several different forms.
To obtain faster group operations, some curve representations
are better than others.

Below, we list the main forms, depicted in Figure 1, in
which elliptic curves can be expressed.

Short Weierstrass curve [20] is an elliptic curve with equa-
tion:

y2 = x3 +ax+b, (2)

i.e. where a1 = a2 = a3 = 0, a4 = a and a6 = b in Equation 1
and with a,b ∈ Fq. This form can be used only in field
with p 6= 2,3 and, normally, it is used over prime field Fp.
Recommended secure curves are defined in many standards
such as FIPS [11], SECG2 [12] Brainpool [15], NUMS [14].
In FIPS [11], a is set as a ≡ −3 mod p to achieve better
efficiency of point operations.

Doche-Icart-Kohel curves [24] are special cases of Weier-
strass form (Eq. 1). Doubling-oriented Doche-Icart-Kohel
curve is an elliptic curve defined over Fq of characteristic 6= 2
with a rational 2-torsion subgroup:

y2 = x3 +ax2 +16ax, (3)

where a ∈ Fq and (0,0) has a 2-torsion point. This curve is
relevant for its doubling speeds.
Tripling-oriented Doche-Icart-Kohel curve is defined over Fq
of characteristic p 6= 2,3 with a rational 3-torsion subgroup.
This curve has equation:

y2 = x3 +3a(x+1)2, (4)

where a ∈ Fq and x = 0 defines the 3-torsion subgroup. At
certain conditions, addition, doubling or tripling points are
faster to compute using this form.

Koblitz curve [25] has coefficients a1 = a6 = 1, a2 = a and
a3 = a4 = 0 in Equation 1, i.e. its equation is:

y2 + xy = x3 +ax2 +1. (5)

The curve is used in case of operations over binary fields
E(F2m) and admits especially fast elliptic scalar multiplication.



Fig. 1. Elliptic curves presented in Section II in affine coordinates over R. Jacobi intersection in affine coordinates is equal to Jacobian curve.

The curve is also called anomalous binary curve. Required
domain parameters are defined in FIPS [11], a takes values 0
or −1.

Edwards curve [26] is an elliptic curve with coefficient a1 =
dxy, a2 = 1, a3 = a4 = 0, and a6 = 1, i.e.,

x2 + y2 = 1+dx2y2, (6)

where d ∈ Fpm r {0,1} and p 6= 2. Every Edwards curve is
birationally equivalent to an elliptic curve with Eq. 1, and
thus admits an algebraic group law once one chooses a point
to serve as a neutral element.

There exists a generalization of Edwards curves, called the
twisted Edwards curves [27], with coefficients a and d and
equation:

ax2 + y2 = 1+dx2y2, (7)

where a,d ∈ Fpm r {0} with p 6= 2. The twisted Edwards
curves cover considerably more elliptic curves than Edwards
curves do and even when an elliptic curve can be expressed in
Edwards form, expressing the same curve in twisted Edwards
form often saves time in arithmetic.

Montgomery curve [18] is described by the following equa-
tion:

by2 = x3 +ax2 + x, (8)

where b(a2− 4) 6= 0, a ∈ Fpm r {−2,2}, b ∈ Fpm r {0} and
p 6= 2. The form is not widely used, but for example the fast
curve Curve25519 [28] is widely known.

Barreto-Naehrig curve [29] is prime pairing-friendly elliptic
curve over Fpk with prime order and embedding degree k = 12.
Barreto-Naehrig curve has equation:

y2 = x3 +b, (9)

where b 6= 0. The curves has better speed than other known
pairing-friendly elliptic curves.

Jacobian curve [30] has three points of order two defined
over Fp with p a prime greater than 3. This means that the
group order #E(Fp) is divisible by 4, i.e. #E(Fp) = 4q with q
a prime. The equation is:

y2 = x(x+1)(x+λ), (10)

where λ ∈ Fp. The Jacobian form provides a defence against
Simple and Differential Power Analysis (SPA/DPA) style
attacks.

Jacobi curve [31] is different from the Weierstrass one and
has two forms: Jacobi intersection and Jacobi quartic. These
curves permit to use the same formula for the doubling and the
general addition of points on the curve, and therefore, prevent
SPA-like attacks on elliptic curve systems. We consider Fq
with characteristic p 6= 2,3. Jacobi intersection is represented
as the intersection of two quadric surfaces in the projective
space P3(Fq): {

X2 +Y 2−T 2 = 0
(1−λ)X2 +Z2−T 2 = 0,

(11)

where we applied the map (x,y) 7−→ (X ,Y,Z,T ) = (x,y,1,x2).
In fact, any elliptic curve over Fq can be embedded as the



TABLE I
COMPARISON OF THE SPEED OF ELLIPTIC CURVES FOR POINT ADDITION

AND POINT DOUBLING OVER Fq . FIELD MULTIPLICATION IS LABELLED BY
”M”, FIELD SQUARING BY ”S” AND FIELD MULTIPLICATION BY A CURVE

CONSTANT BY ”D”; (S,D)≈ (0.8M,0M) IS THE STANDARD
APPROXIMATION.

Curve Addition (0.8,0) Doubling (0.8,0)
Short W. (Eq. 2) 12M+2S 16M 5M+6S+1D 9.8M
D-I-K 2 (Eq. 3) 12M+5S+1D 16M 2M+5S+2D 6M
D-I-K 3 (Eq. 4) 11M+6S+1D 15.8M 2M+7S+2D 7.6M
Edwards (Eq. 6) 9M+1S+1D 9.8M 3M+4S 6.2M

Jacobian (Eq. 10) 11M+5S 15M 1M+8S+1D 7.4M
Jacobi q. (Eq. 11) 7M+3S+1D 9.4M 2M+5S+1D 6M
Jacobi i. (Eq. 12) 11M+1S+2D 11.8M 2M+5S+1D 6M
Hessian (Eq. 13) 6M+6S 10.8M 3M+6S 7.8M

intersection of two quadrics in P3(Fq), [32]. In affine coor-
dinates, Equation 11 is equal to the Jacobian curve (Eq. 10),
see [30] for more details. Jacobi also studied quartics of the
form:

y2 = ex4 +2ax2 +1, (12)

where normally e = 1. Jacobi quartic can be obtained from a
curve in Weierstrass form (Eq. 1) with at least one point of
order 2.

Hessian curve [33] is an elliptic curve over Fq which has the
point (0,0) of order 3. q has to be a prime power such that
q≡ 2 (mod 3). The equation is:

y2 +axy+by = x3, (13)

where a,b∈ Fq. This curve has fast elliptic curve scalar multi-
plication and resistance against side-channel attacks, see [34].

The speed of a curve is computed by counting the num-
ber of field multiplication (M), field squaring (S) and field
multiplication by a curve constant (D) necessary for point
addition and point doubling. Scalar multiplication is carried
out by point addition and point doubling, therefore, it is
strictly related to their speed. The standard approximations is
(S,D) ≈ (0.8M,0M), i.e. squaring takes about 0.8 the time
of multiplication and field multiplication by a curve con-
stant takes about 0 the time of multiplication. [35] compares
different kind of elliptic curves for different approximations
of squaring and doubling with respect to M. Table I shows
the comparison of Short Weierstrass, Doubling and Tripling
Doche-Icart-Kohel, Edwards, Jacobian, Jacobi quartic, Jacobi
intersection and Hessian curves over Fq, see [35] and [36]
for more details. Jacobi quartic and Edwards curves result
the fastest for arithmetic operations from a theoretical point
of view. Barreto-Naehrig curve is a particular case of Short
Weierstrass curve where a = 0 and has operation cost equal to
the Short Weierstrass one, i.e. 12M+2S for point addition and
5M + 6S+ 1D for point doubling. Note that Barreto-Naehrig
curve is over Fpk with fixed k = 12 and, in [37], it is shown
how to speed up the EC computations using an algorithm
which merges calculations over Fp12 and over Fp. In fact, if
M, S are multiplication and squaring over Fpk , and m, s is
multiplication and squaring over Fp, then the curve has speed:

1M+21m+6s for point addition and 1M+1S+15m+8s for
point doubling. Koblitz curve is only used over binary fields,
where the arithmetics take advantage of the field characteristic
2, e.g. the operation of addition corresponds to the XOR
operation in hardware. Furthermore, point addition and point
doubling require exactly the same number of operations, that
is 5M+1S, see [18] for more details. Montgomery curve does
not support fast addition, but the “Montgomery ladder” has
fast scalar multiplication [35].

III. CRYPTOGRAPHIC SCHEMES OVER ELLIPTIC
CURVES

ECC provides comparable security level to classical systems
while using fewer bits and less computing power. In fact,
[38] shows that the implementation of ECC-224p (E(Fp))
on FPGA technology is 7.8 times and ECC-233b E(F2m) is
15.0 times faster than RSA-2048 providing equivalent security.
Therefore, many classical cryptographic schemes, such as
signature schemes, encryption and key agreement schemes,
were switched to elliptic curves. We briefly review some of
them.

ECDSA (Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm) is the
elliptic curve variant of DSA (Digital Signature Algorithm)
and allows a user to sign a message using his private key and
a verifier to verify the user signature using the user’s public
key, see [39] for more details. ECDSA requires, compared
to DSA, smaller cryptographic keys to achieve same security
level, for example 224 bit ECDSA key is comparable to
2048 bit DSA parameters. Furthermore, ECDSA generates
smaller signatures, for example the ECDSA-224 signature
scheme generates 56 byte signatures instead of 256 byte
signatures generated by the RSA-2048 signature scheme on
the same security level.

ECDH (Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman) scheme is a key
agreement protocol that allows two parties, each having an
elliptic curve public/private key pair, to create a shared secret
key over a insecure channel, see [20]. ECDH is the elliptic
curve variant of DH (Diffie-Hellman) key agreement scheme
and it is standardized by NIST SP 800-56A [40] as well as its
authenticated variant ECMQV (Elliptic Curve Menezes-Qu-
Vanstone).

ECIES (Elliptic Curve Integrated Encryption Scheme) is a
public key encryption and decryption scheme that provides
data confidentiality over ECC. This scheme is a variant of the
ElGamal scheme proposed by Abdalla, Bellare, and Rogaway
in [41] and it is standardized by the SECG [42]. Compared
to RSA, ECIES scheme requires smaller size of keys and
cryptograms (ECIES-224 uses symmetric cipher AES-256
and hash function SHA-256 to generate cryptograms of size
120 bytes instead of 256 byte cryptograms of RSA-2048).

IV. SMART CARDS AND ELLIPTIC CURVES
LIBRARIES

Smart cards have advanced from simple memory cards
to very efficient ”microcomputers” with many applications.
Smart cards are able to store and protect information using



TABLE II
ECC SUPPORT BASED ON SMART CARD PLATFORM AND OS VERSION.

platform OS version ecAdd ecMul ecInv ECIES ECDH ECDSA ecKpGen F |Fp|/|F2m | space

Jav
a Card

JC 2.2 – 2.2.2 7 7 7 7 3 3 3 Fp,F2m 192 / 193 A
JC 3.0.1 7 7 7 7 3 3 3 Fp,F2m 384 / 193 A
JC 3.0.4 7 7 7 7 3 3 3 Fp,F2m 521 / 193 A
JC 3.0.5 3 3 7 7 3 3 3 Fp,F2m 521 / 193 A

JCOP 2.4.1 3 3 7 7 3 3 3 Fp 320 / – A

M
ult

OS 4.2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 Fp 384 / – A ,P
4.3.1 - 4.5.1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 Fp 512 / – A ,P

Basi
c Card ZC5, ZC6-series 7 7 7 7 3 3 7 F2m – / 211 A ,T

ZC7, ZC8-series 3 3 7 7 3 3 3 Fp,F2m 544 / 211 A ,T

.N
ET

Card Gemalto .NET 2.0 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 – – / – –

Note: 3– algorithm is fully supported, 3– algorithm is supported, but there is not direct access, 7– algorithm is not supported, Fp – prime finite field, F2m – binary finite field,
”|F|” – bitlength of number p or m defines finite field F, A – affine space, P – projective space, T – twisted curve.

cryptographic algorithms. The security and portability of smart
cards provide a fast way to ensure secure transactions, e.g.
banking or e-business, and can be used in any system that
requires secure authentication. Unfortunately, card systems are
a closed platform, i.e., usually it is not possible to upgrade
cryptographic libraries on the card. Different smart card plat-
forms provide different cryptographic support depending on
different versions of card OS (Operating System). Further-
more, there is often a inconsistency between the specification
and the real implementation of smart cards’ APIs (Application
Programming Interfaces). The most widely used smart card
OSs and their ECC support are described below.

A. Java Card

JC (Java Card) technology developed by Oracle corporation
defines a multi-application smart card platform where each
applet (run application) is written in JC language. Different de-
velopment environments, e.g. NetBeans, Eclipse or JCSSuite,
can be used to write JC applets and to install them on cards.

JC framework supports a large amount of different crypto-
graphic algorithms, including ECC algorithms. ECC is avail-
able from version 2.2. This framework allows to use the Short
Weierstrass form over prime field Fp and the Koblitz form
over binary field F2m , both in affine coordinates only. These
curves can be used only within the supported protocols, i.e.
ECDH and ECDSA. JC does not support others algorithms
over EC and there is no direct access to the EC basic arithmetic
operations. Version 3.0.1 permits to use bigger curves E(Fp)
compared to the previous versions (up to 384 bits instead of
up to 256 bits), and also permits to obtain the x-coordinate
of the curve point P(x,y), which is computed by the key
agreement algorithm in the ECDH scheme. Moreover, the
version supports SHA-2 hash algorithm within ECDSA.

Version 3.0.4 supports even bigger curves E(Fp), i.e. up
to 521 bits, and from version 3.0.5, the cryptographic algo-
rithms ALG_EC_PACE_GM and ALG_EC_SVDP_DH(C)_PLAIN_XY
are available. These algorithms bring a great advantage
since they can be (ab)used to compute point addition and

point scalar multiplication without cards’ explicit support.
ALG_EC_PACE_GM algorithm can be used to compute point
addition, i.e. given two points of a supported elliptic curve
A = (xA,yA) and B = (xB,yB), it is possible to compute C =
(xC,yC) = (xA,yA)+(xB,yB). ALG_EC_SVDP_DH(C)_PLAIN_XY
algorithm can compute scalar multiplication (point multipli-
cation) C = (xC,yC) = a · (xB,yB), where a ∈ Fq. JCs can
also include extending API from the manufacturer, like in
the case of NXP Semiconductors cards. These cards, in
particular cards with OS NXP JCOP v2.4.1 and newer,
contain the com.nxp.id.jcopx package which implements
special classes such as KeyAgreementX that allows to use
ALG_EC_SVDP_DH(C)_PLAIN_XY algorithm for scalar multipli-
cations and ECPoint that computes the point addition over
an elliptic curve. Unfortunately, no JC framework with 3.0.5
version has been created yet and the developers tools for using
NXP API are missing.

B. MultOS Card

MultOS is the multi-application smart card operating system
developed by MultOS Consortium. The applets are written
in plain C language. The main development tools for cre-
ating, debugging and installing applets are MUtil (MultOS
Utility) and MultOS SmartDeck both distributed by MultOS
Consortium. In addition to MultOS International, there are
only few more implementers of MultOS smart cards: DNP
with Hitachi, SAMSUNG SDS and Ubivelox. The implementers
develop their own MultOS cards supporting specific cryp-
tographic APIs according to applications. The ECC support
is available from version 4.2. The OS supports only elliptic
curves over prime field Fp (up to 512 bits). MultOS supports
Short Weierstrass curves with points represented in affine and
projective coordinates. From version 4.2 to version 4.5.1 (last
implemented), the following basic operations over EC are
available: point addition, inverse, multiplication, verify point,
convert representation (affine, projective) and equality test of
two points. Moreover, MultOS supports also cryptographic



algorithms such as ECIES, ECDH, ECDSA and key pair
generation.

On the other hand, all the point operations are optional in
MultOS and the implementation is not mandatory. MultOS
International implements cards ”M3 Generic family” with
basic support of complex ECC protocols such as ECDH, EC
key pair generation and ECDSA, but the implementation of
basic arithmetic operations is not complete, see Table IV.

C. Basic Card

Basic Cards distributed by ZeitControl are programmable
smart cards with each applet written in ZC-Basic language.
BasicCard Development Environment distributed by ZeitCon-
trol is used as a development tool. Currently, the ZC5, ZC6,
ZC7, ZC8-series of Basic smart cards are available. The ECC
support is available from the ZC5-series. Basic Cards provide
ECC support in ECDH and ECDSA algorithms only over the
binary fields F2167 and F2211 and elliptic curves over binary
field F2m . From the ZC7-series, the support of elliptic curves
(up to 544 bits) over prime field Fp is available.

The ZC7-series (Professional cards) and ZC8-series (Multi
Applications cards) support Fp for p up to 544 bits. These
cards implement all the (fourteen) curves recommended by
Brainpool Standard [15] (short Weierstrass curves and twisted
curves) and all the (five) curves recommended by NIST (FIPS
[11]). Basic Cards also support ECC algorithms, such as
ECDH and ECDSA, and basic arithmetic operations such
as point addition ECpAddPoints and scalar multiplication
ECpMultiplyPoint on E(Fp).

D. .NET Card

.NET Cards are multi-application smart cards with ap-
plications written in C# language using the Gemalto .NET
Smart Card Framework. For developing and installing ap-
plets on .NET Cards, the Microsoft Visual Studio with pre-
installed special smart card plug-in can be used. The main
implementer of the cards is the Gemalto company. These
cards contain name-space System.Security.Cryptography
which includes different cryptographic classes such as RSA
algorithm up to 2048 bits, DES, 3DES and AES ciphers and
hash algorithms, e.g. MD5, SHA-1 and SHA-2. However, the
support of ECC is completely missing.

E. Summary of the current state

The ECC support on smart cards is crucial for developing
new and secure cryptographic systems. Unfortunately, the
support of basic arithmetic operations on elliptic curves is
very problematic. JC technologies allow the access to these
operations from the version 3.0.5 only, which is not available
on the market yet. MultOS provides the full ECC support on
the OS level, but almost none of the current cards implements
ECC basic arithmetics. Basic card provides ECC support from
ZC5-series and basic arithmetics from ZC7-series. Finally,
.NET Cards do not provide any ECC support at all.

JCs and Basic Cards support the Short Weierstrass and the
Koblitz forms. MultOS supports the Short Weierstrass form

TABLE III
HARDWARE EQUIPMENT OF TESTED SMART CARDS.
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Note: JC – Java Card, OP – JCOP (Java Card Open Platform), 1 – MCU type
P5CD081, 0 – MCU type P5CD080

on affine or projective representation of the EC point. An
overview of ECC support based on smart card OS is depicted
in Table II.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section details the experimental results of ECC bench-
marks carried out on the different types of smart cards. The
hardware specification of tested smart cards is shown in
Table III. The goal of this section is to create a compre-
hensive overview of the performance of the main smart card
platforms supporting elliptic curve operations. We took the
elliptic curves defined by FIPS [11], SECG2 [12], ANSI [13],
NUMS [14], Brainpool [15], WTLS [16] standards. We also
considered Barreto-Naehrig pairing friendly curves [17]. All
the considered elliptic curves are tested over prime field Fp,
since there is only few smart card implementations that support
ECs over binary field F2m . These cards allow small curve sizes
(up to 193 bit) for JCs and particular EC sizes for Basic cards.
Moreover, there is not support of basic operations over binary
field for the smart card platforms.

Unfortunately, some smart card platforms and OS versions
do not provide the ECC support as described in their specifica-
tion. The real support depends on the manufacturer itself. The
real ECC support of tested smart cards is shown in Table IV.

A. Benchmarks of basic EC operations

The basic arithmetic operations on elliptic curves are point
additions (ecAdd), scalar multiplication (ecMul) and point
inverse (ecInv). We provide the speed of all these operations
for JC, MultOS Card and Basic Card. Each operation was
averaged over 100 executions on all the aforementioned smart
cards. Then, the result was sent to the PC for evaluation. Using
this methodology, we minimize the impact of communication
overhead between PC and a smart card.

Since JC technology does not support basic EC operations,
such as ecAdd, ecMul or ecInv, and ALG_EC_PACE_GM and



TABLE IV
ECC SUPPORT ON THE TESTED SMART CARDS.
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ECC Fp [bit] 320 320 256 256 544 512 512
ECC F2m [bit] – – – – 211 – –
ECDSA [bit] 320 320 256 256 544 7 512
ECDH [bit] 320 320 256 256 544 7 512
ECIES [bit] 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
ecKpGen [bit] 192 7 7 7 544 7 512
ecAdd 3 3 7 7 3 3 7
ecMul 3 3 7 7 3 3 7
ecInv 7 7 7 7 7 3 7

Note: 3– algorithm is fully supported, 3– algorithm is supported only through NXP
JCOP API, 7– algorithm is not supported.

TABLE V
TIME-CONSUMING OF OPERATION ECMUL IN ms BASED ON DIFFERENT

STANDARD, SECURITY LEVEL AND SMART CARD PLATFORM.
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FIPS, SECG2, ANSI, WTLS (Random curves)
P-192 114 256 74 61 193 50/69∗
P-224 143 264 87 74 218 55/75∗
P-256 178 310 120 109 256 61/81∗
P-384 – – – – 367 109/135∗
P-521 – – – – 510 –

SECG2 (Koblitz curves)
secp192k1 114 225 73 61 – 50/69∗
secp224k1 144 265 87 75 – 55/75∗
secp256k1 179 310 101 90 – 61/81∗

Brainpool (Random curves)
bpP160r1 89 192 72 60 160 44/63∗
bpP192r1 113 223 85 73 192 50/69∗
bpP224r1 143 265 101 90 225 55/75∗
bpP256r1 178 307 120 109 244 61/81∗
bpP384r1 – – – – 377 109/135∗
bpP512r1 – – – – 494 179/215∗

Brainpool (Twisted curves)
bpP160t1 – – – – 162 –
bpP192t1 – – – – 185 –
bpP224t1 – – – – 216 –
bpP256t1 – – – – 250 –
bpP384t1 – – – – 367 –
bpP512t1 – – – – 479 –

NUMS (Random curves)
numsp256d1 184 309 109 99 – 61/81∗
numsp384d1 – – – – – 108/135∗
numsp512d1 – – – – – 180/215∗

BN (BarretoNaehrig) Pairing-friendly curves
BN-160 89 192 72 59 – 44/63∗
BN-192 113 226 85 73 – 50/69∗
BN-224 143 264 101 90 – 55/75∗
BN-256 178 307 120 109 – 61/81∗
BN-384 – – – – – 109/135∗
BN-512 – – – – – 180/215∗

Note: ∗ – time for computing operation with EC point defined with projective
coordinates (x,y,z).

ALG_EC_SVDP_DH(C)_PLAIN_XY algorithms are not available
in any card available on the market, we had to get in a

compromise and use some workaround to perform ecMul. The
key agreement protocol ALG_EC_SVDP_DH up to JC2.2.2 can
be used to compute the hash function of an ecMul (note that
it is not possible to compute ecMul in plain). Thus, we had
to subtract the time of SHA-1 from our computation. Another
possibility is to use ALG_EC_SVDP_DH_PLAIN algorithm for
JC3.0.1, which, given P∈E(Fq) and b∈Fq, Q=(xq,yq)= bP,
returns xq (note that also in this case it is not possible to receive
Q). However, currently it is not possible to perform ecAdd and
ecInv on JC and receive actual results in plaintext.

In addition to the Short Weierstrass form (Equation 2),
Basic Cards allow to use twisted curves, which are defined on
projective coordinates (x,y,z). In particular, given a generic
curve y2 = x3 + ax+ b mod p, its twisted curve is given by
y2 = x3 + z4ax+ z6b mod p, where F(x,y) = (xZ2,yZ3) is the
isomorphism between them (see [15] more details). MultOS
cards allow to use projective coordinates (x,y,z) instead of
affine coordinates (x,y).

Table V shows the speed of ecMul on JC, MultOS Card
and Basic Card. The speed is evaluated in millisecond (ms).
In contrast to other development environments like microcon-
trollers, it is unfeasible to learn number of CPU cycles for
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Fig. 2. Efficiency of ecMul operation on different smart card platforms.
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Fig. 3. Efficiency of ecMul operation on different smart card platforms.

operations on smart cards. The greater the EC bitlength is, the
more time is needed for the computation, as expected. On the
contrary, different EC forms with equal EC bitlength present
same speed. Only a small difference is visible for JCOP cards,
where FIPS and SECG2 curves show better results. Figure 2
depicts the ecMul cost for Brainpool curves on JC, MultOS
Card and Basic Card. MultOS card are 75% faster than Basic
cards (ZC7.6) and 35% faster than the fastest Java cards
(J3A081). JC Sm@rtCafe implementations show worse results
than JCOP implementations.

A comparison of different ECs is depicted on Figure3.
Regarding MultOS implementation, the ecMul computation
is around 25% faster in the affine space compared with the
projective space. There is no significant difference between
Random curves and Twisted curves defined by Brainpool
standard on ZC7.6 Basic cards.

Figure 4 shows ecAdd and ecInv costs on MultOS Card and
Basic Card. For MultOS, ecAdd and point doubling require
the same time. The ecAdd operation is 20% faster on MultOS
cards than on Basic Cards.

B. Benchmarks of ECC protocols

Only some of the ECC protocols are supported on smart
cards, namely EC key pair generation (ecKpGen), ECDSA
signature scheme and ECDH key agreement protocol. The
ECC encryption algorithms are not provided by any smart
card platform. In this section, we provide a comparison of
ECC schemes implementation using FIPS [11] ECs.

The key pair generation function ecKpGen, important es-
pecially for signature and encryption schemes, where public
and private keys need to be generated on the card, is only
supported for some EC size, as shown in Figure 5. ML3-
80K-R1 MultOS smart card supports the ecKpGen function
but lacks basic arithmetic. On the contrary, MultOS 4.3.1
smart card supports basic arithmetic but has no support of
ECC protocols. ecKpGen works only with 192 bits on JCs
and is supported for different sizes on MultOS cards and
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Fig. 5. Efficiency of ecKpGen algorithm on different smart card platforms.

Basics Cards. ecKpGen is significantly faster on Basics Cards
compared to MultOS card.

ECDH protocol for key agreement purposes is implemented
on all the platforms: JC, MultOS and Basic Card. JC platform
achieve the best speed, particularly on the JCOP J3A081 smart
card, as depicted on Figure 6. For large EC bit length, the
results of MultOS ML3 card are rather slow.

Finally, we show the performance of ECDSA on JC, Mul-
tOS and Basic Card platforms. The speed of the signing and
verifying algorithms are depicted on Figure 7 and Figure 8,
respectively. As in the ECDH case, the best implementation
of ECDSA is provided by JC platform and the worst results
are provided by the MultOS ML3 card. With JCOP J3D081
card, we are able to generate 256-b signatures in 107 ms
and verify them in 113 ms. That is 40% faster for signature
generation and 50% faster for signature verification than the
MultOS. Moreover, Figure 7 shows that in signing ZC.7.6
cards are significantly faster comparing with other platforms,
as for computing ecKpGen. It is due to the pre-computation
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Fig. 6. Efficiency of ECDH protocol on different smart card platforms.
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Fig. 7. Efficiency of ECDSA (Sign) on different smart card platforms.

of the EC points in EEPROM, which allows to speed up EC
operations over the pre-defined curves (NIST (FIPS [11]) and
Brainpool [15]). Others curves are not supported.

VI. CONCLUSION

In the paper, we provided a theoretical overview of the
most used elliptic curves. In particular, we focused on their
comparison regarding their properties and speed. From the
theoretical point of view the Jacobi quartic and Edwards curves
have faster arithmetic operations compared to other curves.
On the other side, many standards, namely FIPS [11], SECG2
[12], ANSI [13], NUMS [14], Brainpool [15] and WTLS [16]
do not guarantee any level of security for those curves, only
Short Weierstrass form is considered.

Moreover, we analyze the current state of smart card plat-
forms and their ECC support. Nowadays, there exist only
four main widely used programmable smart card platforms:
Java Card, MultOS, Basic Card and .NET Card. All of them
provide some ECC support, except the .NET Card platform.
The supported bit lengths depend on the specific platform,
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Fig. 8. Efficiency of ECDSA (Verify) on different smart card platforms.

version of OS and concrete implementation of smart cards. The
MultOS smart cards provide the best ECC support. Thanks to
the support of basic EC arithmetic, MultOS smart cards can
be used to implement new cryptographic schemes. MultOS
4.3.1 are significantly faster than other smart card platforms.
In ecMul operation, the MultOS 4.3.1 cards are 75% faster
than Basic cards (ZC7.6) and 35% faster than the fastest Java
cards (J3A081). ML3 cards performed significantly worse in
ECC algorithms compared to others platforms. These cards
do not support basic operations over elliptic curves, only the
ECC protocols such as ECDSA and ECDH are supported.
The ECDSA implementation on ML3 cards is 40% slower
than on Java card for signature creation and 50% slower for
signature verification. Basic cards (ZC7.6) have pre-computed
elliptic curve points in EEPROM to speed up elliptic curve
operations. Thanks to that, they achieve significantly faster
results in ecKpGen and ECDSA signature generation opera-
tions. Overall, the choice of a concrete smart card platform
and implementation heavily depends on the target application
and the need for using low-level operations, particularly the
EC arithmetics. Based on the benchmarks presented in this
paper, engineers can choose an optimal smart card for im-
plementation and cryptographic protocol, and designers can
easily estimate the performance of their novel schemes.
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